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The cross section for the reaction e* e- ---qy in the vicinity of / (1020) has been

measured with the oLYa detector on the iipp-zustorage ring. The relative
probability found for the decay Q.-*qy is B (Q---ntyl:0.9 tO.2Vo.

PACS numbers: 13.,10.Hq, 13.65. + i, 14.40.Aq, 14.40.Cs

The results reported here were obtained from an analysis of data from an experi-
mental search for the decayr $--->rr+rr-. The oLYa detector, which is described in
detail in Ref. l, consists of four identical quadrants which are positioned around the
beam collision region. The total solid angle subtended by the detector is 0.65.4a stera-
dians. Each quadrant contains scintillation counters, coordinator chambers, a shower
detector, and a range system. The shower detector consists of a scintillation sandwich
(four lead plates each LYo thick, alternated with four 10-mm scintillator plates) and
two spark chambers, positioned after the second and fourth scintillator plates. Each
scintillator plate is monitored by a separate photomultiplier.

The detect events of the type e+ e- --*rty---+3y we use the following triggering
conditions: A sandwich must operate in anticoincidence with the scintillation counter
preceding the sandwich in at least three quadrants (this condition rules out charged
particles). A sandwich is regarded as having operated ifthe sum ofthe signals from all
four of its scintillation counters exceeds 3lo, where lo is the most probable amplitude
of a signal from a relativistic particle in one scintillator plate.

In the experiment of Ref. 1, the energy (Wl intewal from 1006 to 1048 MeV was
scanned in several cycles (w :2E, where E is the beam energy). The luminosity inte-
gral for the experimental data used in this analysis was 770 nb-t.

In the analysis we singled out events containing three T rays in the shower spark
chambers of different quadrants and containing no track in the coordinate chambers.
In the shower chambers we determined the coordinates of the y rays from the centers
of gravity of the electromagnetic showers. Through these three points we constructed
a plane, whose intersection with the x axis (the axis of the beams) determined the 7
production point x,, and thus the 7 emission direction. we then required that (l)
lx" - xol q 80 mm, where xo is the center of the volume in which the e+ and e- beams
interact, (2) all three photon cannot lie in a common half-plane, and (3) the sum of the
signals from the sandwiches of the three quadrants containing y rays must be greater
than 2oAo. For the selected events we used the known energy w and the emission
angles ofthe 7 rays to reconstruct the energies ofthese 7 rays under the assumption of
a zero total momentum. The accuracy of the reconstruction of the energy of a y ray
was o/E=4.5Vo. For final analysis we selected events in which the lowest of the
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FIG. 1. Distribution Mn of events with three 7 rays in the energy region of the / resonance

(m, * 3 MeV). Solid histogram---cxperimental; dashed----calculated background.

reconstructed 7 energies, E-,,, was greater than 150 MeV. In all,627 events with three
y rays were selected as a results.

In each event we singled out two y ruys which presumably resulted from the
decay of an ? meson, and we calculated their invariant mass M"r. These two 7 rays
were selected by the following rule, which comes from the kinematics of the reaction

e* e ---qy . As the first 7 we ray adopted that with the lowest energy -E-,,, and as
+ y y

the second we adopted that with the highest energy if E^in <m2rnn; or that with the
intermediate energy if E^in>m2rnn (m, is the mass of the q meson).

Figure I shows the distribution in the parameter M, for the events from the
region of the / resonance (ma X 3 MeV). Against the background we can clearly see a
peak at Mrr=550 MeV, which corresponds to the two-7 decay of the 7 meson. The
width of this peak ii"determined by the accuracy with which the 7 emission angles are
measured;this width is (the standard deviation) or=20 MeV. To single out the reac-
lion e+e---+Ty---r3y we used events with Mrr:550+ 30 MeV (region I in Fig. 1).
Falling in this region were N, :290 of the 627 three-y events.

The region lMr, - 5501 > 60 MeV, region 2 in Fig. 1, does not contain qy events.
This region was used to determine the background level in region l. The primary
sources of the background are the reaction e+ e- -.5-KrK 

, 
, which is of a resonant

nature, and the quantum-electrodynamic process ,* r- -lyithe ratio of the number
of resonant-background events in regions I and 2 was found from the experimental
data and also through a modeling2 of the reaction e+e--r$_-KrK, . This ratio

turned out to be 0.80 + 0.09. The dashed histogram in Fig. I shows d{14", distribu-
tion for the events corresponding to background processes.
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the observed number of events with 520 MeYqMn <580 to the luminosity vs the
energy. Dashed curve-Contribution of background processes: the nonresonant process (e+e-+3yl and,
the resonant process (e*e -*t* 

"_**l .

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the number of detected events to luminosity, 4:;.
: N/L, vs the energy. The luminosity at each point was determined from the number

of eie---re*e- elastic-scattering events, which had been distinguished previously.r

This dependence was approximated by the sum of three terms, d": o,ty * ox"x"

* or,which reflect the efect ofinterest, the resonant background, and the nonreson-

ant background, respectively. The solid curve in Fig. 2 shows the value of ou", found

through an optimization. The dashed curve shows the contribution of the background
processes lo*,*" * orrl. The nonresonant background, which is about 3Vo of the

height of the /-meson peak, agrees with the expected contribution from the quantum-

electrodynamics process e* e- -3y.

The radiative corrections were calculated from3'a

ruT E I  -  o) 0)2 .
dW)= k" I  oo (W - c,-r)-  (- IDP ( l  -  -  + ^ 1du ,

o  @  E  ? E ' '

where ar is the energy of the radiat ion y, p - k (nL- + ), and oollll is the
z \  f f i "  2 /

cross section for the process without the radiative correction. The probability for

detecting the process e* e- ---r1y--*37 was found through a Monte Carlo simulation.2 It

turned out to be 6.7 +O.5%. Using this value for the cross section for the reaction

e+e----qy---3y,we find the value d*:15t3 nb at the /-resonance peak by the

maximum-likelihood method. To a large extent, this error is determined by the sub-
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traction of the high resonant background. Working from the tabulated values of the
relative decay probabilities5 B (6-eel and B (rl--*yy), we find

B ( 0 - a t ) =  0 ' 8 8  t 0 . 1 8  t o . 0 8 V o ;

the first error indicated here is statistical, while the second is an estimate of the possi-
ble systematic error. This value is lower than all eadier results, but it agrees within 1.5
times errors with the most accurate of these earlier results: 1.5 +O.4Eo (Ref. 6),
1.35 + 0.29 (Ref. 7), and 1.14 + O.llVo (Ref. 8).

We are deeply indebted to the VEPP-2M staff for maintaining the accelerator
complex in good operation during the experiment.
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